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Arunita,19 and Cintapuccino by Icha Rahmanti20 are examples of teen novels written by young Indonesian writers who push the plot , style and technique from. In working on them, Dusena and Icha used what is called the provincial school, or local literature, and the experience of the village-oriented province. In these
novels, the inhabitants of the village, whether they are still or still former peasants, constitute an important part of the plot.They are usually without a livelihood, can be as poor as they like, but are extremely energetic.They support each other in life's trials, value honor and family, and resist temptations such as womanizing.The

narration is often told from the perspective of children, although the main character himself may be much older in age or position.The story usually ends tragically - with the victory or defeat of the hero, that is, the chorus ends osho, or rather, good ends badly. A strong emotional attachment develops between the characters,
and many children who grew up in villages find spiritual support in them. Dusen and Ichar-Adil, who received a scholarship from the CIA, meet in Rawenganj, where he works as an elementary school teacher and she works as an economist. They fall in love with each other and decide to get married, but by an absurd accident,
both find out about the bride's pregnancy and part before the wedding, although, as it turns out later, she was still pregnant. In view of this, Dusen has to raise the child on his own. In 2008, Dusene wrote a letter to the pastor of a Protestant church in Indonesia, asking him to name the story "A Family Gift" (). Kohlenbachman,

Chtpanijer (2012) calls the story "a very bold literary experiment". Writers from New Zealand and Australia, including Philip Glass, Alexander Drummond, John Bryant Brown and many others, have also kept up with their neighbors and Asian colleagues. Tolari Y. Sanjo wrote a travel guide novel in 2009 based on her
relationship with a native of the region. Modern poetry in Indonesia is represented by numerous authors. Among them, Hasan Bazzahrao, Azikiwe Awaski, Misusudo Riaz, Dilshad Khadad
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